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Abstrat
This artile gives an analysis of the behavior of polarizing grids and reeting polar-
izers by solving Maxwell's equations, for arbitrary angles of inidene and grid rotation,
for ases where the exitation is provided by an inident plane wave or a beam of ra-
diation. The sattering and impedane matrix representations are derived and used to
solve more ompliated ongurations of grid assemblies. The results are also ompared
with data obtained in the alibration of reeting polarizers at the Owens Valley Radio
Observatory (OVRO). From these analysis, we propose a method for hoosing the opti-
mum grid parameters (wire radius and spaing). We also provide a study of the eets
of two types of errors (in wire separation and radius size) that an be introdued in the
fabriation of a grid.
Subjet headings: instrumentation: polarimeters  tehniques: polarimetri  tele-
sopes
1. Introdution.
The literature on wire grids is abundant and they have been studied with dierent tehniques
and for numerous appliations. Most of the analysis were however restrited to speial ases of
inident eld and grid orientations. The more general and arbitrary situation seems to have been
rst studied by Wait (see Wait (1955a) and Larsen (1962)). This problem is addressed again in
this paper and follows a line of analysis fairly similar to the one used by Wait. Our treatment is,
however, more general in that we do not assume that the wires of the grid are indued with only
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a longitudinal urrent; we will indeed show that an azimuthal omponent is also present. We also
solve for the indued urrent by onsidering the tangential omponents of both the eletri and
magneti elds at the surfae of the wires.
This analysis is arried out in the next two setions and will serve as our basis for the treatment
of the reeting polarizer (setion 4) and the introdution of the sattering and impedane matrix
representations for a grid (setion 3.3) whih will in turn enable us to briey disuss more ompli-
ated systems. These matries will be partiularly useful in allowing us to dene what will be alled
the prinipal axes of a grid. These are two orthogonal and independent diretions of polarization
in the plane of the inident radiation along whih an arbitrary eletri eld an be deomposed
and shown to satter without ross-polarization. With this representation at hand, it will then be
possible to derive a set of optimal parameters (wire radius and spaing) to be used in the seletion of
a grid. We will also present an analysis of the eets of random errors that an be introdued in the
fabriation of grids, the results obtained will then be ompared to experimental results previously
published by Shapiro & Bloemhof (1990).
The last setion will be dediated to the study of the more subtle impats that the nature of
the inoming radiation an have on the response of a grid assembly suh as a reeting polarizer
(setion 4). Although limited to this partiular ase, our disussion ould possibly apply to other
types of instruments. We have also inluded at the end (Appendix B) a list of the symbols used in
the dierent equations.
2. The ase of a single wire.
Before trying to solve the problem of the grid or the reeting polarizer, it is preferable to
study the ase of a single onduting wire. It will serve as the basis for our studies of the more
ompliated ases to follow in subsequent setions.
Let's suppose that a wire of radius a is oriented, as depited in Figure 1, parallel to the x-axis
at y = yo, z = zo and that it is subjeted to an inident plane wave Ei(r) of arbitrary diretion and
polarization:
Ei(r) = Eo(α
′ex + β
′ey + γ
′ez) exp(−j(k · r− ωt)) (1)
with
k = k(αex + βey + γez)
and where, of ourse, the following onditions of normalization and orthogonality apply: α2 + β2 +
γ2 = α′2+ β′2+ γ′2 = 1 and αα′+ββ′+ γγ′ = 0. Using the oordinate system depited in Figure 1
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we have α = sin(χi) sin(ϕg), β = sin(χi) cos(ϕg) and γ = cos(χi) where χi is the angle of inidene
and ϕg the angle of grid rotation.
In everything that follows, we will drop the exp(jωt) term and assume it to be impliit in the
equations. We will also suppose that the wire is of innite length and made of a good onduting
material of ondutivity σ suh that any urrent owing through it an be aurately represented
by a surfae urrent vetor K. This quantity is related to the urrent density J(r) as follows:
J(r) = K δ(ρ − a) exp(−jk · r) (2)
where
K = Kxex +K
θeθ
and y − yo = ρ cos(θ), z − zo = ρ sin(θ).
Before we solve for the sattered elds, it is to our advantage to note that for the ase onsidered
here (i.e., thin wire with an approximate solution involving no angular mode dependeny), the
problem an be broken in two parts or modes. The mode where the eletrial eld is parallel to
the plane dened by ex and k (the transverse magneti or TM-mode) is related to the presene of
Kx while another, where the magneti eld is parallel to this same plane, the transverse eletri or
TE-mode is related to Kθ. The analysis will, therefore, be failitated with the use of the two vetor
potentials As and Fs for the sattered elds (Balanis 1989).
The TM-mode an be analyzed using the vetor potential As, in the Lorentz gauge, with
Fs = 0. The needed equations are:
As(r) =
µo
4pi
∫
J(r′)
exp(−jkR)
R
d3r′ (3)
Es(r) =
c2
jω
∇(∇ ·As(r))− jωAs(r) (4)
Hs(r) =
1
µo
∇×As(r) (5)
with
R2 = (x− x′)2 + (y − y′)2 + (z − z′)2 .
Sine we are onerned here with the longitudinal omponent of the surfae urrent density,
we only need to onsider the Ax omponent of the vetor potential (i.e., we set Aρ = Aθ = 0).
Equation (3) an be solved exatly when K is expanded with a Fourier series, but in ases where
the wavelength of the inident wave is muh larger than the wire radius it an be shown that:
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Axs (r) =
piµoa
2j
KxH
(2)
0 (k
′ρ) exp(−jϕ) (6)
with k′ = k
√
1− α2, ϕ = k(αx + βyo + γzo) and where H(2)n (x) is Hankel's funtion of the seond
kind of order n.
On the other hand, it is advantageous to study the TE-mode with the vetor potential Fs, in
the appropriate gauge, with As = 0 (Balanis 1989). To do so, we will not onsider the eet of the
urrent density (more preisely its azimuthal omponent) but that of the magnetization vetor M
that it indues. The relevant equations are now:
J(r) = ∇×M(r) (7)
Fs(r) =
jωµoεo
4pi
∫
M(r′)
exp(−jkR)
R
d3r′ (8)
Es(r) = − 1
εo
∇× Fs(r) (9)
Hs(r) =
c2
jω
∇(∇ · Fs(r)) − jωFs(r) (10)
with R as dened above.
Sine we are now onerned with the azimuthal omponent of the surfae urrent density, we
only need to onsider the Mx, F xs omponents of the magnetization and vetor potential (i.e., we
have Mρ = Mθ = F ρs = F θs = 0). Again, in ases where the wavelength of the inident wave is
muh larger than the wire radius it an be shown that:
F xs (r) =
piωµoεoa
2
4
KθH
(2)
0 (k
′ρ) exp(−jϕ) . (11)
It is now straightforward to alulate the sattered elds by ombining the solution obtained
for eah mode (using equations (4), (5) and (6) for the TM-mode and equations (9), (10) and (11)
for the TE-mode):
Eρs (r) = −jα
√
1− α2F KxH(2)1 (k′ρ) exp(−jϕ) (12)
Eθs (r) = −
√
1− α2F ka
2
KθH
(2)
1 (k
′ρ) exp(−jϕ) (13)
Exs (r) = −
(
1− α2)F KxH(2)0 (k′ρ) exp(−jϕ) (14)
Hρs (r) =
α
√
1− α2
Zo
F
ka
2
KθH
(2)
1 (k
′ρ) exp(−jϕ) (15)
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Hθs (r) = −j
√
1− α2
Zo
F KxH
(2)
1 (k
′ρ) exp(−jϕ) (16)
Hxs (r) = −j
(
1− α2)
Zo
F
ka
2
KθH
(2)
0 (k
′ρ) exp(−jϕ) (17)
where F = piµoωa2 and Zo =
√
µo
εo
is the impedane of free spae. Note that although equations
(12)-(17) represent the sattered eld, the omponents of surfae urrent density that are inluded
in these equations are that of the, yet undetermined, total surfae urrent density whih we are now
in a position to evaluate.
In order to do so, we must rst express the inident plane wave in the appropriate oordinate
system. This an be done by rst using the following expression:
exp(−jk(βy + γz)) =
∞∑
n=−∞
(−j)nJn(k′ρ) exp(jnθ′) (18)
with θ′ = θ − arctan
(
γ
β
)
, Jn (x) the Bessel funtion of order n and by again splitting the inident
eld in the two modes dened earlier (van de Hulst 1957; Balanis 1989). This enables us to express
the plane wave in ylindrial oordinates and math the elds with the usual boundary onditions
for their tangential omponents at the surfae of the wire. For the TM-mode the ondition is:
Exi +E
x
s = Zs(H
θ
i +H
θ
s ) . (19)
Within the order of preision used for our analysis (λ≫ a) and onsidering a solution with no
angular dependeny, it an be shown that:
Exi ≃ α′Eo exp (−jk (αx+ γzo))
Hθi ≃ jα′
Eo
Zo
· ka
2
exp (−jk (αx+ γzo)) .
For the TE-mode we have:
Eθi +E
θ
s = −Zs(Hxi +Hxs ) (20)
with:
Eθi ≃ −j
(
γ′β − β′γ)Eo ka
2
exp (−jk (αx+ γzo))
Hxi ≃
(
γ′β − β′γ) Eo
Zo
exp (−jk (αx+ γzo)) .
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In equations (19) and (20), Zs = (1 + j)
√
µoω
2σ is the surfae impedane of the wire (Jakson
1962). It is to be noted that for wires of small radius, relative to the wavelength, the boundary
onditions (19) and (20) along with the equation for Zs represent approximations that are only valid
in the lowest mode and for a suiently good ondutor. A more rigorous treatment shows that
these equations will be modied in the more general ase (Wait 1979; Bouhe, Molinet & Mittra
1997). But for the purpose of our analysis, the approximation used here is adequate.
When solving these two sets of equations we nd the following expressions for the omponents
of the total surfae urrent densities:
Kx =
Eo
F
·
α′
(
1− j Zs
Zo
· ka2
)
(1− α2)H(2)0 (k′a)− j ZsZo
√
1− α2H(2)1 (k′a)
(21)
Kθ =
Eo
F
·
−j(γ′β − β′γ)
(
1 + j Zs
Zo
· 2
ka
)
√
1− α2H(2)1 (k′a) + j ZsZo (1− α2)H
(2)
0 (k
′ρ)
. (22)
These last two equations an be inserted in equations (12)-(17) to alulate the value of the
elds at any point exterior to the wire. For a good ondutor the internal elds are pratially
nonexistent. Equations (21) and (22) are in agreement with the results presented in Balanis (1989,
see h. 11) for the ase of normal inidene and a perfetly onduting wire.
3. The polarizing grid.
3.1. Analysis.
With the solution for a single wire in hand, the problem of a onguration of an innite number
of wires of innite length separated by a distane d is simplied if one realizes that every wire will
be indued with the same surfae urrent K. The only dierene will be a phase term in the urrent
density J(r), given by equation (2), whih depends on the position of the wire along the y-axis. The
same thing an be said for the sattered elds from any given wire, one only has to replae yo by
nd in equations (12)-(17), where n is an integer that determines the position of the wire.
If the sattered elds are now just the sum of all the dierent sattered elds from the individual
wires, are must however be taken in evaluating the surfae urrent. First, when one mathes the
boundary onditions it must be done simultaneously at the surfae of every wire. However, sine
we are dealing with an innite number of innitely long wires subjeted to the same inident plane
wave, it turns out that it is suient to do so for only one of the wires. If the boundary onditions
are mathed for one wire they will be for all. We have hosen for our alulations the enter wire
at n = 0. Seond, to math the boundary onditions we must express the sattered elds of eah
and every wire in a ylindrial oordinate system entered on the position of this enter wire.
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When this is done, we nd the following expressions for the omponents of the indued total
surfae urrent density:
Kx =
Eo
F
· α′Nx
∆x
(23)
Kθ = −jEo
F
· (γ′β − β′γ)Nθ
∆θ
(24)
with
Nx = 1− j Zs
Zo
· ka
2
(25)
∆x =
(
1− α2)S1 − j Zs
Zo
·
√
1− α2H(2)1 (k′a) (26)
Nθ = 1 + j
Zs
Zo
· 2
ka
(27)
∆θ =
√
1− α2H(2)1 (k′a) + j
Zs
Zo
· (1− α2)S1 (28)
and
S1 = H
(2)
0 (k
′a) + 2
∞∑
n=1
H
(2)
0 (k
′nd) cos(kβnd) . (29)
We will give in setion 3.4 adequate approximations for ∆x and ∆θ that will greatly simplify
the evaluation of the reetion and transmission oeients whih are soon to follow.
By using the appropriate expansions for series of Hankel's funtions we an write down the
expressions for the omponents of the total eletri eld far away from the grid:
ExT (r) = α
′Eo exp(−jk · r)−
(
1− α2)
γ
· λF
pid
Kx exp(−jkγ|z − zo|) exp(−jϕ)
E
y
T (r) = β
′Eo exp(−jk · r)
+
λF
pid
[
αβ
γ
Kx + j
ka
2
Kθ
z − zo
|z − zo|
]
exp(−jkγ|z − zo|) exp(−jϕ)
EzT (r) = γ
′Eo exp(−jk · r)
+
λF
pid
[
αKx
z − zo
|z − zo| − j
β
γ
· ka
2
Kθ
]
exp(−jkγ|z − zo|) exp(−jϕ)
where ϕ = k(αx + βy + γzo). From these it is now straightforward to get the reetion and
transmission oeients (normalized to Eo) in the far-eld:
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Rx = − F
Eo
· λ
pid
·
(
1− α2)
γ
Kx (30)
Ry =
F
Eo
· λ
pid
[
αβ
γ
Kx − j ka
2
Kθ
]
(31)
Rz = − F
Eo
· λ
pid
[
αKx + j
β
γ
· ka
2
Kθ
]
(32)
T x = α′ +Rx (33)
T y = β′ +
F
Eo
· λ
pid
[
αβ
γ
Kx + j
ka
2
Kθ
]
(34)
T z = γ′ +
F
Eo
· λ
pid
[
αKx − j β
γ
· ka
2
Kθ
]
(35)
where we have set zo = 0 for simpliity.
Equations (30)-(35) along with (23)-(24) are the solution to the polarizing grid problem for
ases where it is assumed that k′a≪ 1 and a≪ d.
For preditions of measurements made in the laboratory, one merely has to transform these
oeients to the laboratory oordinate system. If we adopt for this system the oordinates of the
inident/transmitted (u, v, w) and reeted (u′, v′, w′) plane waves dened in Figures 1 and 2, the
last system of equations is simplied to:
Ru
′
= − F
Eo
· λ
pid
· 1
γ
√
1− γ2
[
βKx − jαγ ka
2
Kθ
]
(36)
Rv
′
= − F
Eo
· λ
pid
· 1
γ
√
1− γ2
[
αγKx + jβ
ka
2
Kθ
]
(37)
Rw
′
= 0 (38)
T u = α′′ − F
Eo
· λ
pid
· 1
γ
√
1− γ2
[
βKx + jαγ
ka
2
Kθ
]
(39)
T v = β′′ − F
Eo
· λ
pid
· 1
γ
√
1− γ2
[
αγKx − jβ ka
2
Kθ
]
(40)
Tw = 0 (41)
with α′′ and β′′ related to the inident eld by :
E
i
(r) = Eo
(
α′′eu + β
′′ev
)
exp (−jkw) .
As an be seen, the reeted and transmitted elds have no omponent along their respetive
diretion of propagation as is required for the propagation of plane waves in free spae.
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3.2. Eets of grid imperfetions.
So far we have assumed that there were no imperfetions in the onstrution of the grid,
obviously (and unfortunately) suh is not the ase in a realisti situation. It would be instrutive
if we ould alulate the eets of errors that are likely to be introdued in the fabriation proess.
In this setion we will provide expressions that will allow us to evaluate hanges in the reetion
and transmission oeients indued by two possible imperfetions: random errors in wire spaing
and random variations in the size of the wire radius.
3.2.1. Random errors in wire spaing.
It is our experiene that some of the ommerially available grids when observed under a
mirosope show some defets in their assembly. Visually, the most obvious manifestation of this is
inonsisteny in the spaing between wires. In order to alulate the eet of these errors we have
to go bak to the disussion of setion 3.1 that guided us into the evaluation of the indued urrent
on the wires. Sine we an no longer assume that the wires are evenly spaed, we must now realize
that they will in general have dierent values for the urrent and elds on their surfae. This will
be made more apparent if we write down the expression for the x-omponent of the eletri eld on
the surfae of the enter wire:
Exg (a) = −
(
1− α2)F exp (−jk (αx+ γzo)) ∞∑
n=−∞
Kxn (ξ)Gn (ξ) (42)
with:
Gn (ξ) =
{
H
(2)
0 (k
′a) exp (−jkβξ0) , n = 0
H
(2)
0 (k
′ |nd+ ξn|) exp (−jkβ (nd+ ξn)) , n 6= 0 .
(43)
Kxn is the indued surfae urrent on wire n and the ξn are statistially independent random
errors in the positioning of the wires. Now, if E {x} stands for the expeted value of x and if we
suppose that the errors have a zero mean, we an write:
E {ξrm} = 0 , r = 1, 3, 5 . . . (44)
E {ξrm} = E {ξrn} = E {ξr} ,∀m,n (45)
E {ξrmξsn} = E {ξrm}E {ξsn} ,m 6= n (46)
ξmKx = ξmn K
x
n = E {ξmn Kxn} ,∀m,n . (47)
The rst equation is dedued from the supposed evenness of the probability density funtion of
the errors, the seond states that their statistis are the same aross the grid and the third expresses
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their statistial independene. The last of these equations arises from the fat that if we were to
test a large number of similar grids, every wire would exhibit the same average value ξmKx for any
indued surfae urrent moment (independent of its position n).
We will not go into the details of the alulations as they are somewhat lengthy, but it an be
shown that if we apply this last set of equations and expand Kxn (ξ) and Gn(ξ) with their Taylor
series around ξm = 0 while solving for the boundary onditions, we an nd an expression (valid to
the seond order in ξ) for the average longitudinal surfae urrent:
Kx ≃ Kx

1− E
{
ξ2
}∑∞
n=−∞Gn (0)
∞∑
m=−∞
{
1
2
∂2Gm
∂ξm
2 −
(
1− α2)
∆x
[
∂Gm
∂ξm
]2}
ξm=0


where Kx is the urrent density indued on the wires of a perfet grid and is given by equation (23).
One sees that the errors bring a perturbation whih is proportional to their ommon variane.
If the same approah is used to alulate the eet of suh random errors on the value of the
azimuthal surfae urrent density Kθn, one nds that it remains unaeted:
Kθ ≃ Kθ
with Kθ given by equation (24).
From this we ould then proeed and alulate the expeted value of the reetion and trans-
mission oeients by evaluating equation (42) (and the orresponding equations for the y and z
diretions) in the far eld, when this is aomplished we nd that the oeients have exatly the
same form as shown in equations (30)-(35) (or (36)-(41)). We then merely have to replae Kx and
Kθ by Kx and Kθ respetively.
3.2.2. Random errors in the wire radius (wire to wire).
Another type of error whih an be analyzed is one onerning the random variation in the
size of the wire radius, whih we will denote by the letter η. More expliitly, we are onsidering
dierenes between wires and not variations along a single wire; we assume the diameter of a wire
to be onstant but somewhat unertain in its value. This is the kind phenomenon that ould our
if the wires were strethed with slightly dierent tensions when installed or perhaps also in ases
where the wires have a nite elliptiity and are rotated between rows. We an proeed in the same
manner as we did in the last setion for the analysis of the boundary onditions and the elds away
from the grid. When this is done we get:
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Kx ≃ Kx

1− E
{
η2
}∑∞
n=−∞Gn (0)
{
1
2
∂2G0
∂η0
2 −
(
1− α2)
∆x
[
∂G0
∂η0
]2}
η0=0


Kθ ≃ Kθ

1− E
{
η2
}
Q0 (0)
{
1
2
∂2Q0
∂η0
2 +
1
a
∂Q0
∂η0
−
√
1− α2
∆θ
[
∂Q0
∂η0
]2}
η0=0


where ηn is the random error in the size of the radius of wire n, Gn is given by equation (43)
(with ξ = 0 and a replaed by a + η), ∆x and ∆θ by (26) and (28) respetively and Q0 (η0) =
H
(2)
1 (k
′ (a0 + η0)). Again the expeted value of the dierent oeients an be obtained by replaing
the urrent omponents Kx and Kθ by Kx and Kθ in equations (30)-(35) (or (36)-(41)). It will
also be noted that the errors ontain a perturbation term whih is proportional to their ommon
variane.
3.2.3. Preditions and omparison with experiments.
Now that we have derived the equations for the reetion and transmission oeients it would
be interesting to ompare the preditions that our model makes with experimental data. Although
we have independently treated the two types of errors, it is nevertheless obvious that within the
limit of preision of our analysis (small errors) that they an both be simultaneously added in
the expressions for the reetion and transmission oeients. Doing so would in priniple allow
us to ompare theory and experiments as atual grids are liable to exhibit both kinds of defets.
This also suggests though that it might be impossible to separate the eets of both errors in
measurements. It turns out, however, that the perturbations aused by the errors in the size of the
wire are predited by our model to be smaller than those aused by the errors of the other type
(for equivalent error amplitudes), and we neglet them in the following omparison of theory and
measured grid properties.
Shapiro & Bloemhof (1990) have published measurements of the unwanted ross-polarized
transmittane through three grids on whih they had purposely introdued random errors in the
wire positioning. They quoted the errors in term of the random variation in the distane between
wires (pith) with amplitudes of 7%, 23% and 52% of the mean wire separation (aimed at 108µm
with a wire radius of 12.5µm). We must divide these values by a fator of
√
2 in order to relate
them to our errors ξn sine we have dened these as pertaining to the absolute position of the
wires. Figure 3 shows a omparison of our model's preditions with their measurements done for
ases where the inoming eld is at normal inidene to the grid and polarized parallel to the
wire orientation. Although the agreement is not perfet, the outome is very satisfatory as the
theoretial urves exhibit the right behavior with frequeny and error amplitude.
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3.3. The sattering matrix and the impedane model.
3.3.1. The sattering matrix and the prinipal axes of a grid.
The relationship between the reetion and transmission oeients in equations (36)-(41) is
reminisent of what is often enountered in mirowave engineering in the analysis of systems that
an be aurately dealt with using a lumped-elements model. With this in mind, it is tempting to
onsider any problem involving a polarizing grid by treating the dierent omponents as lumped
and interonneted through a transmission line of harateristi impedane Zo (Lamb 1997). We
an then go ahead and model the grid as a 4-port devie sine the reetion and transmission
oeients given by the aforementioned set of equations provides us with the sattering parameters
at eah port.
In this ontext, it is more onvenient to work with a single oordinate system (u, v, w) (see
Figures 1 and 2) for both the inident/transmitted and reeted plane waves sine we an assume
that their propagation is done along the same transmission line (it is however understood that, in
reality, away from normal inidene the transmitted and reeted waves travel along dierent axes).
We therefore assume that the inident/transmitted elds travel along the w-axis (with the u-axis
vertial and the v-axis horizontal) and the reeted elds along the negative w-axis as seen from a
given side of the grid.
Sine there are two possible independent states of polarization (with the eld aligned along the
u or v-axes), where the waves an travel either toward or away from the grid, we need two ports
on eah side of the grid. So for example, if the inident wave on a given port has an eletri eld
polarized along a given axis we an dene 4 sattering parameters: one for the reeted signal at
the input port and three for the transmissions to the other ports. The same thing an be done for
every port leading to a total of 16 sattering parameters.
In what follows, a sattering parameter smn is dened with the 3 ports m 6= n terminated with
the line harateristi impedane Zo. Also, eah port n has two signals: an inoming signal E
+
n and
an outgoing signal E−n ; n = 1, 2 (3, 4 on the other side of the grid) refer to polarization along the
u and v axes respetively. The sattering matrix relates the dierent signals as follows:


E−1
E−2
E−3
E−4

 =


s11 s12 s13 s14
s21 s22 s23 s24
s31 s32 s33 s34
s41 s42 s43 s44




E+1
E+2
E+3
E+4

 . (48)
The elements of the matrix an be diretly evaluated from equations (36)-(41) and shown to
be:
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S =


Ruu Ruv T uu T uv
Ruv Rvv T uv T vv
T uu T uv Ruu Ruv
T uv T vv Ruv Rvv

 (49)
with:
Ruu = − λ
pid
· 1
γ (1− γ2)
[
β2
Nx
∆x
− α2γ2 ka
2
· Nθ
∆θ
]
(50)
Rvv = − λ
pid
· 1
γ (1− γ2)
[
α2γ2
Nx
∆x
− β2 ka
2
· Nθ
∆θ
]
(51)
Ruv = − λ
pid
· αβ
(1− γ2)
[
Nx
∆x
+
ka
2
· Nθ
∆θ
]
(52)
T uu = 1− λ
pid
· 1
γ (1− γ2)
[
β2
Nx
∆x
+ α2γ2
ka
2
· Nθ
∆θ
]
(53)
T vv = 1− λ
pid
· 1
γ (1− γ2)
[
α2γ2
Nx
∆x
+ β2
ka
2
· Nθ
∆θ
]
(54)
T uv = − λ
pid
· αβ
(1− γ2)
[
Nx
∆x
− ka
2
· Nθ
∆θ
]
(55)
where Nx, ∆x, Nθ and ∆θ are given by equations (25), (26), (27) and (28) respetively.
We an go one step further and render things onsiderably simpler if we make a hange of
oordinates and use the following as eigenvetors instead of eu and ev:
p1 =
βeu + αγev√
β2 + α2γ2
p2 =
−αγeu + βev√
β2 + α2γ2
.
From now on we will refer to these as the prinipal axes of the grid (for reasons that will soon
beome apparent). A lose examination of the rst of these two equations shows that p1 is parallel
to the projetion of the diretion of the wires in the plane of the inident eld. The matrix S then
takes a simpler form (we also interhange the seond row with the third and the seond olumn
with the third):
S =


R‖ T‖ 0 0
T‖ R‖ 0 0
0 0 R⊥ T⊥
0 0 T⊥ R⊥

 (56)
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where
R‖ = −
λ
pid
·
(
1− α2)
γ
· Nx
∆x
(57)
R⊥ =
(
1− α2)
γ
· a
d
· Nθ
∆θ
(58)
T‖ = 1 +R‖ (59)
T⊥ = 1−R⊥ . (60)
We then have a further simpliation in the modeling of the grid, evidently equations (57)-(60)
represent the reetion and transmission oeients along the two prinipal axes.
This last representation has the advantage of simplifying alulations sine it allows us to de-
ompose any inident eld into two non-interating omponents, one along eah one of the prinipal
axes. That is, a eld polarized along one of the prinipal axes satters only in this same polarization
state (as an be dedued from the blok-diagonal form of equation (56)). It is also interesting to note
that even though we have dened the prinipal axes within the framework of our approximation of
the grid (k′a≪ 1 and a≪ d), the result obtained here still holds in the general ase (see Appendix
A for a proof). This implies that for the ase where one wishes to use a dierent approah to solve
(numerially or otherwise) the sattering o a grid of arbitrary harateristis, it will always be
possible to split the inoming eld along the prinipal axes therefore avoiding ross-polarization
terms and greatly simplifying the solution.
3.3.2. The impedane model.
It seems reasonable to think that a grid ould also be modeled with another representation
where the sattering matrix is replaed by an impedane matrix whih ontains the same number of
elements sine as before, the grid is still treated as a 4-port devie. In this ase however, the matrix
relates the total voltages (eletri elds) and urrents (magneti elds) between eah and every
port (Collin 1992). The sattering matrix formulation follows more naturally from our analysis and
has the advantage of dealing with quantities (reetion and transmission oeients) whih are
diretly measurable whereas impedanes are not (at least at the wavelengths onsidered here). The
impedane model has however reeived a great deal of attention in the literature and often seems
to be the way in whih polarizing grids are haraterized (Wait 1954, 1955a; Larsen 1962).
Taking advantage of the prinipal axes representation, it is possible to treat eah two-dimensional
blok of the sattering matrix (equation (56)) separately. It an be shown that the impedane matrix
Zb orresponding to a given blok Sb an be expressed as:
Zb = Zo · (I± Sb) · (I∓ Sb)−1 (61)
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where I is the unit matrix and the upper and lower signs orrespond respetively to the upper
left and lower right bloks of the sattering matrix (equation (56)). Applying this last equation to
equation (56) we get:
Z =


Zp Zp 0 0
Zp Zp 0 0
0 0 Zn −Zn
0 0 −Zn Zn


with:
Zp = −Zo
2
· 1 +R‖
R‖
Zn =
Zo
2
· 1−R⊥
R⊥
.
It follows quite naturally from equations (57)-(60) that we ould have dened two impedanes
Z‖ and Z⊥:
Z‖ = Zo ·
1 +R‖
1−R‖
Z⊥ = Zo · 1−R⊥
1 +R⊥
.
One an easily verify that Z‖ and Z⊥ are respetively equal to Zp and Zn plaed in parallel
to the harateristi impedane Zo. We therefore see that the impedane matrix gives the atual
impedane of the grid along eah of the prinipal axes whereas the sattering matrix inludes, as
should be expeted, the ontribution of the loads of harateristi impedane Zo whih is assumed
to be onneted to the appropriate ports when dening its parameters.
3.4. Approximations and seletion of a grid.
We will now study more losely our simpler equations (57) and (58) for the reetion oeients
R‖ and R⊥and try to nd relations that will allow us to nd a set of optimum parameters for the
seletion of a grid. But before we do so, it will be to our advantage to approximate the expressions
for ∆x and ∆θ (equations (26) and (28)).
So if we limit ourselves to situations where d≪ λ, a≪ λ and Zs ≪ Zo (good onduting wires)
and use the proper expansion for Hankel's funtions and series of Hankel's funtions appliable in
suh ases (small arguments) we nd:
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∆x ≃
(
1− α2)
[{
λ
piγd
−
(
k′a
2
)2
+
1√
(1− α2) piZoσλ
(
2
k′a
)}
+ j
2
pi
{
ln
(
d
2pia
)
+
pi2
6
(
dγ
λ
)2
−
(
k′a
2
)2 [
1−Ψ− ln
(
k′a
2
)]
+
√
pi
4 (1− α2)Zoσλ
(
2
k′a
)}]
(62)
∆θ ≃ −
(
1− α2) Zs
Zo
· 2
pi
ln
(
d
2pia
)
+ j
{
λ
pi2a
+
(
1− α2) Zs
Zo
· λ
piγd
}
(63)
where Ψ ≃ 0.577215 is Euler's onstant. In equation (63) we have kept things to the lowest order
possible and we did not expand Zs; the same is not true for equation (62) for reasons that we shall
enounter shortly.
We turn now to the problem of seleting the right parameters for a grid. If we deompose
a given inident eld into two omponents along the prinipal axes p1 and p2 (see setion 3.3.1),
a perfet grid would ompletely reet the rst of these and transmit the seond (R‖ = −1 and
T⊥ = 1). As we will soon see, the oeient of reetion R⊥ is proportional to
a2
dλ
when Zs → 0
and is therefore a very small quantity for the ases onsidered here and we will not worry about it
anymore (i.e., T⊥ is nearly equal to unity). The ondition of total reetion will ditate our hoie
for the parameters of the grid. A lose study of equation (57) tells us that in order to ahieve perfet
reetion we must simultaneously satisfy the following relations for the real and imaginary parts of
∆x (for what follows we assume Nx ≃ 1, see equation (25)):
Re {∆x} = λ
pid
·
(
1− α2)
γ
Im {∆x} = 0 .
Solving for these we then get:
a ≃
[
λ5
(1− α2)4 pi7σZo
] 1
6
(64)
d ≃ 2pia . (65)
Had we kept equation (62) to the lowest order, we would have been unable to speify an
optimum value for the wire radius but only the relation that binds d to a. It is also of interest to
note that for a given wavelength, the nite size of the wire radius is, to this level of approximation,
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ditated by the ondutivity σ; if we let σ →∞ then there is no restrition on the smallness of the
radius.
In a quantitative example to demonstrate the values that an be expeted for a and d, assume
that we are working at normal inidene at a wavelength of 1 mm with a grid made of opper
(σ = 5.8× 107 Ω−1m−1). Using these, we obtain a ≃ 11µm and d ≃ 70µm.
At this point it is appropriate to disuss the impliations of the two assumptions we made
at the beginning onerning the wire radius and spaing, namely that k′a ≪ 1 and a ≪ d. It is
important to make sure that a given hoie of grid parameters are well within the boundaries of
appliability of our model. As a means of determining these boundaries, we simulated the response
of grids (and assemblies of grids, see setion 4) for dierent ombinations of wire radius and spaing
and made sure that the results obtained were reliable (for example, it is obviously imperative that
the magnitude of the reetion and transmission oeients never exeed unity). As it turns out,
there is a fairly strong restrition linking the size of the wires and the wavelength, but if one makes
sure that λ > 40 a then one seems to be well within safe modeling onditions. a annot be too small
either. However, sine for a good ondutor (again let's use opper) the skin depth at 1 mm is on
the order of 0.1µm, our assumption of the existene of an idealized surfae urrent is more than
adequate. It seems that the seond restrition onerning the spaing of the wires is not as binding
as the rst one. It is lear that d > 2 a for if not the wires would be touhing, but it appears that
everything is ne for d > 4 a. Our proposed optimized values for the grid are therefore justied.
It is also appropriate to point out that using equations (62) and (63) for ∆x and ∆θ (with
or without the optimal values for a and d given by equations (64) and (65)) along with equations
(57)-(60) for the reetion and transmission oeients along the prinipal axes renders the task of
alulating the response of a grid a rather simple one. It beomes unneessary to onfront the more
intimidating representations derived earlier in setion 3.1 (ompare with equations (23)-(35)). For
example, to the lowest order, we get for the reetion oeients:
R‖ ≃
−1
1 + j 2γd
λ
ln
(
d
2pia
) (66)
R⊥ ≃ −j
(
1− α2)
γ
· pi
2a2
λd
(67)
whih are in agreement with known results (Larsen 1962) (more preisely, for the ase of normal
inidene disussed in Larsen (1962), equation (66) redues to the result presented there whereas
equation (67) diers by a fator of two or three depending on whih approximation it is ompared
to).
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4. The reeting polarizer.
4.1. Analysis.
From the solution of the polarizing grid it is a somewhat natural extension to onsider the
more ompliated problem of the reeting polarizer. A reeting polarizer onsists of an assembly
where a polarizing grid, like the one studied in the last setion, is followed by a mirror paralleling
it at some distane zo behind (eetively plaing the mirror at z = 0).
It is appropriate in this ase to use the method of images to solve this problem (Wait 1954).
We then assume that images of both the inident and sattered elds are emanating from the other
side of the mirror. This is equivalent to saying that the image world is made of a grid positioned
at z = −zo with an image inident eld impinging on it. Assuming that the mirror is made of a
material of good ondutivity, one an write for the image inident eld E′i(r):
E′i(r) = Eo
(
α′mex + β
′
mey − γ′mez
)
exp(−jk(αx+ βy − γz))
with:
α′m =
1
(1− γ2)
[
α′
(
α2RTM + β
2RTE
)
+ αββ′ (RTM −RTE)
]
(68)
β′m =
1
(1− γ2)
[
β′
(
α2RTE + β
2RTM
)
+ αβα′ (RTM −RTE)
]
(69)
γ′m = γ
′RTM (70)
where RTE and RTM are the reetion oeients of the mirror, with a dependeny on the angle of
inidene, for transverse eletri and transverse magneti modes of inoming radiation respetively
(Fowles 1975). It is important to note that these tranverse modes of radiation are not the same as
those introdued in setion 2, they are dened here in relation to the plane whih is parallel the
normal vetor out of the surfae of the mirror (−ez) and the wave vetor k.
One an go through alulations similar to those arried out in setion 3.1 and nd the following
relations between the omponents of the total surfae urrent densities of the real and image grids:
K ′x =
α′m
α′
Kx
K ′θ = −γ
′
mβ − β′mγ
γ′β − β′γ K
θ
where K′ stands for the surfae urrent of the image grid.
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From these and by mathing the boundary onditions at the grid, it is straightforward, but
tedious, to solve for the problem. We give here the nal results:
Kx =
Eo
F
· 2jα
′
sn(kγh)Nx
(1− α2)∆S1 − j ZsZo
√
1− α2∆S2
exp (−jkγh) (71)
Kθ =
Eo
F
· −2j (γ
′β − β′γ) s(kγh)Nθ√
1− α2ΣS2 + j ZsZo (1− α2)ΣS1
exp (−jkγh) (72)
Rx = α′m −
F
Eo
· 2λ
pid
·
(
1− α2)
γ
j sn(kγh)Kx exp (jkγh) (73)
Ry = β′m +
F
Eo
· j 2λ
pid
[
αβ
γ
sn(kγh)Kx − ka
2
s(kγh)Kθ
]
exp (jkγh) (74)
Rz = −γ′m −
F
Eo
· j 2λ
pid
[
α sn(kγh)Kx +
β
γ
· ka
2
s(kγh)Kθ
]
exp (jkγh) (75)
where
sn(x) =
1
2j
[exp(jx)− rx exp(−jx)]
s(x) =
1
2
[exp(jx) + rθ exp(−jx)]
∆S1 = H
(2)
0 (k
′a)− rxH(2)0 (k′2h)
+2
∞∑
n=1
[
H
(2)
0 (k
′nd)− rxH(2)0
(
k′
√
(nd)2 + 4h2
)]
cos(kβnd)
∆S2 = H
(2)
1 (k
′a)− rxH(2)1 (k′2h)
ΣS1 = H
(2)
0 (k
′a) + rθH
(2)
0 (k
′2h)
+2
∞∑
n=1
[
H
(2)
0 (k
′nd) + rθH
(2)
0
(
k′
√
(nd)2 + 4h2
)]
cos(kβnd)
ΣS2 = H
(2)
1 (k
′a) + rθH
(2)
1 (k
′2h)
and
rx = −α
′
m
α′
rθ = −γ
′
mβ − β′mγ
γ′β − β′γ .
We have also replaed −zo by h (h > 0) so that the distane between the mirror and the grid
is expressed by a positive quantity. This set of equations along with equations (68)-(70) give us the
solution of the reeting polarizer problem for ases where k′a≪ 1 and a≪ d.
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As was the ase for the polarizing grid, if we transform those oeients to the laboratory
frame of oordinates (u′, v′, w′) (see Figure 2) we obtain:
Ru
′
= α′′m −
F
Eo
· 2λ
pid
· j exp (jkγh)
γ
√
1− γ2
·
[
β sn(kγh)Kx − αγ ka
2
s (kγh) Kθ
]
(76)
Rv
′
= β′′m −
F
Eo
· 2λ
pid
· j exp (jkγh)
γ
√
1− γ2
·
[
αγ sn(kγh)Kx + β
ka
2
s(kγh)Kθ
]
(77)
Rw
′
= 0 (78)
with α′′m and β
′′
m given by :
α′′m =
1
(1− γ2)
[
α′′
(
α2RTM + β
2RTE
)
+ αββ′′ (RTM −RTE)
]
(79)
β′′m =
1
(1− γ2)
[
β′′
(
α2RTE + β
2RTM
)
+ αβα′′ (RTM −RTE)
]
(80)
and nally α′′ and β′′ are related to the inident eld by:
E
i
(r) = Eo
(
α′′eu + β
′′ev
)
exp (−jkw) .
4.2. Solution using the sattering matrix.
The sattering matrix representation of the polarizing grid gives us the advantage of rendering
possible the solution of problems that would be otherwise extremely diult, if not impossible,
to solve using Maxwell's equations. For example, a solution of the reeting polarizer problem is
straightforward if we onnet the mirror to ports 3 and 4 of the grid at a distane h behind. Using
the denitions introdued in the disussion leading to equation (48) we have:
E+3 = E
−
3 RTE exp(−jkγ2h)
E+4 = E
−
4 RTM exp(−jkγ2h)
where RTE and RTM are as dened in the previous setion.
We an then solve for E−1 and E
−
2 and nd results that are in agreement with those obtained
in the previous setion.
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4.3. Experimental results.
Reeting polarizers like those studied here were tested at the OVRO for polarimetry in the
wavelength ranges of 1.3 mm as well as suessfully used for polarimetry observations at 3 mm
(Akeson 1997; Akeson et al. 1996). They are omposed of an aluminum mirror and a grid of gold-
plated tungsten wires of 25µm diameter and spaed at an interval of 125µm. The inside diameter
of the grid is roughly 16 m, some 25 times bigger than the inident Gaussian beam at 1.3 mm
(Akeson 1997).
In this setion, we will ompare data obtained in the alibration of these polarizers at 1.3 mm
with the model alulated earlier. In the experimental set-up, the inident beam is omposed of
radiation emanating from a hot load (absorber at room temperature) polarized along the vertial
axis and a old load (absorber in liquid nitrogen) along the horizontal axis. The beam is inident
on the polarizers at an angle of χi = 34deg. with the grid rotated by ϕg = ±50.3 deg. relative to
the vertial, all in the oordinate system of the laboratory (oordinates (u,v,w) of Figure 1). These
values an be inserted in the appropriate equations of our earlier analysis and used to test our model
against the experimental data.
The alibration onsists in using our model to map out the atual distane between the grid
and the mirror as the latter is moved with a miro-positioner whih is part of the assembly. When
this is done, this distane an then be preisely adjusted to
λ
8γ in order to use the polarizer as
a reeting quarter-wave plate for polarimetry measurements. The grid rotation angle ϕg must
also be alibrated so that it an be set to the proper value that will allow the transformation
of inident linear polarization to irular polarization. (This ondition is met for β = ±αγ (or
tan(ϕg) =
±1
cos(χi)
), as an be asserted from our earlier disussion of the prinipal axes of a grid in
setion 3.3; this gives ϕg = ±50.3 deg as quoted above).
Figure 4 shows the results obtained from suh measurements (of the reeted polarized intensity
along the horizontal v′-axis in the laboratory oordinate system) made on antenna #6 of the OVRO
array at a frequeny of 232.037 GHz when the separation between the grid and the mirror is varied
through a range of a several hundreds of mirons. Aompanying the data points is a least square t
of our model (solid urve) with no free parameters as far as the grid is onerned, only the hot and
old load levels and the oset in the mirror-grid separation were allowed to be tted. The agreement
is very good. The main shortoming of the t is at a bakshort position of roughly 900µm where
a resonane is evident from the data. The model also shows a resonane at the same position but
the t is not perfet. This feature is aused by the small amount of unwanted transmission from
the omponent of the inident eletri eld aligned with one of the prinipal axes (p1) whih gets
trapped between the grid and the mirror.
Before we try to explain the dierenes in width and shape of the resonane, we would rst like
to show two ways by whih it an be suppressed (suh a response from the polarizer is a nuisane
when trying to alibrate it and should be avoided).
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First, reduing the amount of unwanted transmission through the grid would ertainly have a
damping eet on the resonane. We have shown how to do just that in setion 3.4 when dening a
set of optimum parameters for a grid, so using equations (64) and (65) we nd for our appliation
a ≃ 24µm and d ≃ 148µm. Figure 5 shows a omparison of the simulated responses for the
polarizer tested at OVRO and our optimized polarizer. As an be seen, any sign of the resonane
has disappeared in the latter.
Another way of avoiding the resonane, while still using the same original grid with a = 12.5µm
and d = 125µm, is to replae the mirror with another grid (Young 1997) and rotate both of them in
suh a way that the projeted orientation of their wires in the plane of the inident eld are aligned
with a prinipal axis. By this we mean that the two grids have their angle of rotation speied
by tan(ϕg) =
1
cos(χi)
(or ϕg = 50.3 deg) and tan(ϕg) =
−1
cos(χi)
(or ϕg = −50.3 deg) respetively.
This would ensure that the unwanted transmitted eld from the rst grid would almost be entirely
transmitted through the seond grid, therefore getting rid of the resonane.
Obviously, trying to solve for suh a onguration using Maxwell's equations would be a
formidable task. We an however use our sattering matrix model developed in setion 3.3. We
then have to dene two matries, one for eah grid, and solve the problem for ases where they are
separated by a given distane while terminating the last grid by the line harateristi impedane
Zo (E
+
3 = E
+
4 = 0). We simulated the response predited for suh an arrangement of grids and got
results that are pratially idential to those presented in Figure 5 for the optimum polarizer.
5. Grids and beams of radiation.
Until now we have restrited our analysis to ases where the dimensions of the grid (or the
assembly) and the extent of the inident wave were assumed to be innite. These simpliations
were neessary in order to allow us to have a hane at a solution, as the reality of nite sizes brings
severe diulties in the analysis. It would however seem reasonable to suppose that if the inoming
exitation an be properly represented by a beam of radiation whih is of a size a few times smaller
that the atual dimensions of the assembly that the results obtained with our analysis should still
be valid. Indeed, one ould argue that the inident beam should only indue urrents in the viinity
of the area where it impinges on the assembly. There should therefore be little to no dierenes in
its response whether it is innite or not.
Although we believe this argument to be a reasonable one, we will show that the harateristis
of the inoming radiation an be important in some ases. We will in fat argue that it an explain
the disrepanies in the width and shape of the resonane observed in the response of the reeting
polarizer presented in setion 4.3 (see Figure 4).
As a starting point, let's take note that we an always mathematially express a beam of
radiation Eo(r) as a summation of plane waves with dierent amplitude (and phase) and k vetors.
For example, in the laboratory system of oordinates (u,v,w), the eletri eld along the u-axis
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Eui (r, t) = α
′′Eo(r) exp (jωot) an be expressed by (using its Fourier transform in (ω,k)-spae and
assuming the beam to be monohromati at ωo = kc):
Eui (r, t) =
α′′
(2pi)4
∫ ∞
−∞
dω d3kEo(k, ω) exp [−j (k · r− ωt)] (81)
Eo(k, ω) = 2piδ (ω − ωo)
∫ ∞
−∞
d3r′Eo(r
′) exp
(
jk · r′) (82)
where δ (x) is Dira's delta distribution.
Let's now assume that the inident radiation an be satisfatorily modeled using a irular
Gaussian beam with a beam waist Wo and a Rayleigh range zR =
piW 2
o
λ
. We also know that the
resonane will our for a grid-mirror separation of h ≃ pi
kz
for eah spetral omponent, where kz is
the projetion of the wave vetor along the z-axis perpendiular to the reeting polarizer (in the
oordinates system of the grid of Figure 1). From this we an express the width of the resonane
∆h as a funtion of kz and ∆kz the spetrum extent along the same axis:
∆h ≃ pi∆kz
k2z
.
We need to nd an expression for ∆kz and this an be done as follows. Using the wave
unertainty relation, we an evaluate the spetrum extent in the laboratory system of axes as:
∆ku ≃ W−1o
∆kv ≃ W−1o
∆kw ≃ z−1R .
Transforming these in the oordinate system of the grid and inserting the result in the expression
for the width of the resonane we nd:
∆h ≃ pi
(kγWo)
2
√
W 2o (1− γ2) +
(
2γ
k
)2
. (83)
When we use the orresponding values of the dierent parameters appearing in equation (83)
for the ase of the reeting polarizer disussed in the last setion (λ = 1.3 mm, γ = 0.83 and
Wo = 3 mm) we nd ∆h ≃ 37µm. If we take into aount the nite bandwidth of the OVRO
reeivers (1 GHz), a similar exerise shows that at most only a few mirons need to be added to
the previous estimate. Although these numbers represent only a rough alulation of what ould
be expeted, they nevertheless tell us that there will be a signiant broadening of the resonant
feature.
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We will not try to produe a perfet t to the data obtained at OVRO for this would require
extensive modeling of our experimental set-up and therefore bring us to a level of omplexity that
we do not wish to takle at this time. But using equations (81) and (82) and applying the result of
our analysis of the reeting polarizer for every spetral omponent hene alulated, we an get a
better idea of the phenomenon onsidered here.
We have done this and the result is shown in Figure 6 where we present the result of a simulation
of the eet of a Gaussian beam on the width and shape of the resonane exhibited by a reeting
polarizer of the kind disussed in setion 4.3. The beam is onverging with its waist situated some
10 m behind the polarizer and the integrated power (over a beam width) is measured some
distane away from the assembly in the far-eld. Although there still remain some dierenes, this
simulation shares a lot of the same features observed experimentally.
We believe that simulations like this one along with our earlier alulations provide onvining
and ompelling evidenes for the importane of appropriately taking into aount the nature of the
inident radiation in the analysis of similar systems.
6. Conlusion.
In this paper, a general solution for the analysis of polarizing grids was presented; it is valid for
arbitrary angles of inidene and of grid rotation. With it and the sattering matrix representation
that derives from it, basially any onguration or system of grids an be analyzed as long as some
assumptions onerning the wire radius and spaing are respeted (λ > 40 a and d > 4 a). This is
not a severe restrition as most grid urrently available satisfy those onditions, we refer the reader
to Chambers et al. (1986, 1988) for ases where a larger size of wire is needed. Our analysis also
allowed us to dene a set of optimum values for both the wire radius and spaing as speied by
the following equations:
a ≃
[
λ5
(1− α2)4 pi7σZo
] 1
6
d ≃ 2pia .
We provided an analysis of the eets that two types of random errors an have on the per-
formane of a grid. It was shown that errors in the wire spaing were the most important and
ould have some impat on the amount of unwanted polarization transmitted through a grid. In
that respet, our model showed to be in good agreement with the experimental results of Shapiro
& Bloemhof (1990).
Comparisons with experimental data obtained in the alibration of a reeting polarizer used
at the OVRO were also presented and preditions from our model are in good agreement with it.
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The only disrepanies appeared in the nature of a resonane, more preisely its width. But we
have shown that it ould be aounted for by inluding in the analysis a proper treatment of the
eets of the nature of the inident radiation on the response of the polarizer.
We are grateful to J. B. Shapiro and E. E. Bloemhof for their permission to use their previously
published experimental results. We wish to thank the sta of the Owens Valley Radio Observatory,
and O. P. Lay for numerous disussions and suggestions. The Owens Valley Radio Observatory is
funded by the National Siene Foundation under Contrat No. AST 96-13717 and the polarimetry
projet at OVRO through NASA grant NAG5-4462. M. H. work was supported in part by a grants
from FCAR and the département de physique de l'Université de Montréal.
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A. Generalization of the prinipal axes.
Referring to equations (49) for the sattering matrix, one rst realizes that suh a symmetry
in its omponents will always be seen when representing an arbitrary polarizing grid. Only the
funtions whih dene Ruu, T uu, . . . will hange. Further, when trying to redue the sattering
matrix to a form similar to equation (56) it is only neessary to onentrate on only one of the
two bloks (eah appearing twie) present in equation (49). For example, if one diagonalizes the
blok omposed of the reetion oeients then the transmission blok is also diagonalized and
vie-versa. In obtaining the results whih follow, we have worked with the reetion blok appearing
in the upper left and lower right of equation (49). We will now show that the orientation of the
prinipal axes is determined by the symmetry of the grid and an be dedued using the formalism
of group theory.
As seen by the inident wave, the grid has a symmetry whih an be expressed by a represen-
tation of the point group C2v. The four overing involved are: the identity (E), a rotation by pi
about the w-axis (C2), a reetion (σv) aross a plane dened by the w-axis and and an axis dened
by the projetion of the diretion of the wires in the plane of the inident eld and nally another
reetion (σ′v) aross a plane perpendiular to the previous one (and to the plane of the inident
eld). Upon studying the harater table of this group (see Tinkham (1964, p. 325)) and the eet
of the above operations on the two possible states of linear polarization (along the u and v-axes)
we nd that only two non degenerate irreduible representations (B1 and B2 in Tinkham (1964, p.
325)) will be realized. For eah of these there will exist one eigenvetor, eah orresponding to a
given prinipal axis. These an be dedued by onstruting the appropriate symmetry oordinates
(Wilson et al. 1955) whih turn out to be the two prinipal axes p1 and p2 previously dened in
setion 3.3.1.
Sine this result was obtained with the use of group theory, it is perfetly general and indepen-
dent of any approximations that an be used in dealing with a polarizing grid.
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B. List of symbols.
a wire radius,
As sattering vetor potential,
c speed of light in free spae,
d wire spaing,
Ei,Es,ET inident, sattered and total eletri eld,
F onstant
(
= piµoωa2
)
,
Fs sattering vetor potential,
h grid-mirror separation (reeting polarizer),
Hs sattered magneti eld,
H
(2)
n Hankel funtion of the seond kind of order n,
J urrent density vetor,
Jn Bessel funtion of the rst kind of order n,
k wave vetor of the inident wave
(|k| = k = 2pi
λ
)
,
k′ = k
√
1− α2,
K total surfae urrent density vetor,
Kx,Kθ mean longitudinal and azimuthal surfae urrent densities,
p1,p2 prinipal axes of a grid,
Rx, Ry, Rz reetion oeients in the system of oordinates of the grid (see Figure 1),
Ru
′
, Rv
′
reetion oeients in the system of oordinates of the laboratory (see Figures 1
and 2),
R‖, R⊥ reetion oeients along the prinipal axes of a grid,
RTE , RTM transverse eletri and transverse magneti reetion oeients of the mirror,
S sattering matrix,
T x, T y, T z transmission oeients in the system of oordinates of the grid (see Figure 1),
T u, T v transmission oeients in the system of oordinates of the laboratory (see Figures 1
and 2),
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T‖, T⊥ transmission oeients along the prinipal axes of a grid,
Wo, zR beam waist and Rayleigh range of a irular Gaussian beam,
Z impedane matrix,
Zo, impedane of free spae
(
=
√
µo
εo
)
,
Zp, Zn grid impedane along the prinipal axes (as dened with the impedane matrix),
Zs surfae impedane of the wires
(
= (1 + j)
√
µoω
2σ
)
,
Z‖, Z⊥ grid impedane along the prinipal axes (as dened with the sattering matrix),
α projetion of the normalized wave vetor on the x-axis
(= sin (χi) sin (ϕg)),
β projetion of the normalized wave vetor on the y-axis
(= sin (χi) cos (ϕg)),
γ projetion of the normalized wave vetor on the z-axis (= cos (χi)),
α′, β′, γ′ projetion of the normalized inident eld on the x, y and z-axes,
α′′, β′′ projetion of the normalized inident eld on the u and v-axes,
δ (x) Dira's delta distribution,
εo, µo permittivity and permeability of free spae,
η, ξ random errors in wire radius and spaing,
λ wavelength,
σ wire ondutivity,
ϕg, χi angle of grid rotation and angle of inidene,
Ψ Euler's onstant (≃ 0.577215),
ω angular frequeny of radiation.
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Fig. 1. Coordinates system for the study of a polarizing grid or a single wire. The wave vetor
k of the inident radiation is aligned with the w-axis, the u, x and y-axes are in the plane of the
page, the w and z-axes are in the plane perpendiular to the u-axis (into the page) and the wires
are parallel to the xy-plane. We refer to the (u, v, w) and (x, y, z) systems as the laboratory and
grid oordinates respetively.
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Fig. 2. Denition of the system of oordinates (u′, v′, w′) for the reeted wave in relation to the
(u, v, w) system of the inident/transmitted waves introdued earlier in Figure 1. The u′ and u-axes
are one and the same and are pointing out of the page. The diretion of propagation of the reeted
wave is along the negative w′-axis.
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Fig. 3. Curves of predited values for the ross-polarized transmittane plotted against experi-
mental data from Shapiro & Bloemhof (1990) and Bloemhof (1998). The three grids have a random
error (1-σ) in wire positioning of 5%, 16% and 37% with mean distane between wires of 103µm,
109µm and 114µm respetively; they all have a wire radius of 12.5µm.
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Fig. 4. Calibration data from antenna #6 of the OVRO array. Data points are shown with an
error bar and the solid urve is a least squares t from the model presented in this paper. The
intensity is in arbitrary units.
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Fig. 5. Comparison of the predited results obtained for the polarizer tested at OVRO (solid
urve) and our optimized polarizer (broken urve). The resonane is not present on the optimized
polarizer's response. The two urves are plotted with a small vertial oset between them. The
intensity is in arbitrary units.
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Fig. 6. Simulation of the eet of a Gaussian beam (Wo = 3 mm) on the width and shape of
the resonane exhibited by a reeting polarizer as disussed in setion 4.3. The broken and solid
urves show the results predited for an inident plane wave and a Gaussian beam respetively.
